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Let ~(7, s) be a symmetric and positive definite kernel 0 < r < 1, 0 < s < 1, 
satisfying a Hiilder condition in 7 uniformly ins. Let V(X) be an even polynomial 
of degree N, V(x) = Et-,, A#, where A, > 0 for all n. We consider functionals 
u on C([O, 11, R) satisfying the following equation 
(a) 25 = 
Sd4 
s,’ ~(7, s) q(s) ds 44 - Jo1 ~(7, s)V’ (-&) u ds, 0 < 7 cc 1. 
The above equation is shown to have a solution, unique up to a multiplicative 
constant, in a class of functionals H&J) to be defined below. We define the 
operators 
s 
1 6% ds 
T,u = - 
Cl %W ’ 
n = 2,..., N. 
Let a = (+ ,..., aN), where 01, is a nonnegative integer i = 2,..., N. Define: 
Tau = T: . . . T;$, A” zz A;” . . . AiN, 
(b) 
a! = a,! *.. aN!, ILyl =CYZ+Oig+...+aN. 
We will denote by pq the function s: p(s, .) q(s) ds. 
Finally we note that there exists a Gaussian process {.z(T)~ 0 < 7 < t} with 
mean zero and covariance p(~, s). We will denote expectation with respect 
to such a process by .Q’{ }. 
DEFINITION. A functional u on C([O, I], R) will be said to be a member of 
H”(P) if for all q E C([O, 11, R), 
(i) S%(q)/6q(TJ . . . Sq(T,,,) exists and is jointly continuous in q and T*, 
i=l ,..., m, 0 < 7( < 1, for all m. 
(ii) there exist functionals on C([O, 11, R), K,(q) such that K,(q) > 0 
and Cl,, Xl+, K,(q) converges and is uniformly bounded in q. 
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,p 
(iii) 
&7(71) ... %(Tm) 
T% Q a! A-“K,(q)(l + jl pq 11)” exp {&(q, pq)]. all ri, 
0 Q 7i < 1, 2 = I,..., 112, m < 3(N - I), all N = (eZ ,..., ocN), Y, = 0, 1, 2 . . . . 
j -= 2,..., N. 
THEOREM. Let u(q) satisfy Eq. (a) and be a member of H”(p). Then u(q) is 
given by 
n(q) = KE,P {exp {- j1 V[z(o)l do $ j’ z(u) 4(O) doll 
0 0 
for K a multiplicative constant. 
Let p(~, S) be a symmetric and positive definite kernel 0 < T, 
s < 1 satisfying a Holder condition in T uniformly in s. Let V(X) 
be an even polynomial of degree N, 
V(x) = 5 A,x”, 
n=1 
where A, > 0 all n. We consider the following equation for 
q E C([O, 11, 4 
& = f1 p(~, s) q(s) ds u - f ’ p(~, s) V’ i&j u ds, 0 < r < 1. 
‘0 ‘0 
(0.‘) 
This equation and ones similar to it were first studied by Donsker 
and Lions [5] in connection with certain function-space integrals. 
They showed that one solution to (0.1) is given by 
' u"(q) = EZQ IexP /l,’ [- V@(u)) -t ~(0) p(a)] do/ 1 , (0.2) 
where E,P( $ denotes expectation with respect to a Gaussian process 
{Z(T) I 0 d 7 < 1) with covariance kernel ~(7, s) and mean zero. 
They were not able to show, however, that u*(p) represented the 
unique solution to (0.1) within a wide class of functionals. 
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In [l], the author demonstrated that if u(q, A) satisfied for all 
Q E C([O, 11, R), 0 < h < co, the equations 
su 
- = X2 j1 ,o(T, s) q(s) ds u(q) - A2 j1 p(~, s) V’ i&) u ds, 
&7(T) 0 
(0.3) 
0 
(0.4) 
ljl-g u(0, A) = 1, --f (0.5) 
then for u(q, A) within a class of sufficiently bounded and sufficiently 
regular functionals, ~(4, A) was determined uniquely and indeed 
u(q, A) = E”,‘o /exp [jo1 [-W(d) i 44 d41 do\ 1 . (0.6) 
(This theorem is brought down here in full as Lemma 9.) 
In this paper we will show if U(Q) satisfies Eq. (0.1) and is sufficiently 
bounded and regular, it may be extended to a functional G(p, A) such 
that 
(9 c(4, 1) = u(q), 
(ii) u”(g, X) satisfies Eqs. (0.3-0.4) and the other hypotheses 
of [I]. 
Hence by [I], u”(q, A) ’ d t is e ermined uniquely up to a multiplicative 
constant, and so for all q 
for some constant K. 
u(q) = Ku*(q) 
Notation. We will denote inner product Ji x(a) q(o) do by (z, q). 
We will denote Ji p(~, s) q(s) ds by pq(T). 
We denote C([O, 11, R) by C. By I! q jl we will denote the sup norm 
of q, q E C. (Continuity in q will be understood to be with respect to 
the sup norm.) 
If P(X) is any polynomial CE=‘=, a,xn then 
S 
p %7(s) t-1 Id. = a,u + E a n=l n big, u* 
We define 
s 
1 694 
T,u = - 
o Sq(s)” ds* 
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We use the following standard notation. Let X = (x1 ,..., x,,,) E RN. 
Let (01~ , 01~ ,..., aN) = 01, where oli is a nonnegative integer, i = I,..., N. 
Then 
N - 6, = (011 , 012, a, - l,... ). 
By Ta we will mean T,“1 -** T>. 
By X.0” C, we mean Czzo Cl+, C, . 
For V(X) = Cf Anxn, we denote by A the N-tuple (A, , A, ,...,AN). 
DEFINITION. A functional u(q) will be said to be a member of H&) 
if it has Frechet-Volterra derivatives of all orders (see [l], Sect. 1) 
and if there exist functionals K,(q) such that CT K,(q) is uniformly 
bounded in q and 
6” 
I Sq(7,) *. Sq(7,) T”uM I < ~!APK,(~) (1 + /I pq II)“1 exp [WI (B.1) 
for all q 6 C, all O<T~<I, i=l,..., m, m<3(N-1), all 
01 = ( a1 ,..., aN), where 01~ is a nonnegative integer for i = I,..., N. 
Remark. The class H&J) depends on V(X) = C A,x” for its 
definition. If A, = 0, the bound is understood to be vacuous for 
a, # 0, i.e., we have no bound on the growth of T,,u and its deriva- 
tives. If ol, = 0, we assume A,O = 1, for all A, , and similarly 
O! = 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let u(q) be a member of H&J) and satisfy Eq. (0.1). 
Then u(q) is uniquely determined up to a multiplicative constant and 
u(q) = KE,o [exp I- Jo1 V441 do + 6~ 4) 11 
for some constant K. 
Remark. The proof given below is applicable for all polynomials 
V(X) and all corresponding H, . We are unable to show that u(q) as 
given above will actually satisfy a bound (B.l) for some K,(q), unless 
V is an even polynomial with positive coefficients. The proof, how- 
ever, will be given for all V(x) for the sake of completeness, and the 
possibility that such K,(q) can be found for other polynomials than 
the above. 
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SECTION 1: DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let 4 have FV derivatives of all orders. Then 
Ta-%# ds. ) U-1) 
Proof. By the product rule of differentiation, it follows that 
Tnbdd 41 = pd4 T,9 + 12 ,d P(T, 4 -??- C ds. Gq(s)n-l (1.2) 
By repeated use of equation (1.2), we have 
Equation (1.1) now follows easily by repeated use of (1.3). 
DEFINITION. ForO<h<l, definer(h)ERNby 
r(h) = (1 - A, 1 - A2 ,..., 1 - AN). 
DEFINITION. For +(q) E H&), 0 < X < 1, we define the func- 
tional &q, A) by 
c$(q, A) = f A”~)1a T%$(Aq). 
0 
(1.4) 
LEMMA 2. For 4(q) E H,(p), 0 -c h < 1, &q, A) is well-defined, 
3(N - 1) times FV diferentiable in q, jointly continuous in h and q 
O<h<l,andforsome~,O<~<l,M,K>O, 
sm 
I 6q(a,) ... sq(o,)~(q’ x) I < M exp{K II h2pq ll28 + *X2(% PqN 
O<cr<l, i=l,..., m, m<3(N-1), qEC, O</\<l. 
03.2) 
Proof. Since 4(q) E H&J), by assumption we have 
6” 
I 6q(u1) *. .6q(a,) TWhq) I < W!7) cJA-V + II $q II)” exp I h2(Yq) I * 
(B-3) 
In particular, therefore, it follows that 
By assumption, C,” K,(hq) is uniformly bounded in q and so &q, A) 
is a well-defined functional jointly continuous in q and A, q E C, 
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0 < h < 1. Indeed by repeated use of (B.3) we see that &q, A) is 
3(N - I)-times FV differentiable in 4, and for all m < 3(N - l), 
I Sq(al) s”‘sq(uJJ(q’ 4 I d Am $ W9) (1 + II $9 II)” exp 1 “2’4;. “) 1 
< M( 1 + 11 h2pq 11)” exp [ A2(4;. “) 1 . P-5) 
The above implies the bound (B.2). 
LEMMA 3. Let 4(q) E H,(p) and satisfy Eq. (0.1). Then &q, h) is 
continuously dzpeerentiable in h, 0 < X < 1, and satisjies Eqs. (0.3-0.4) 
forallqEC,O<h<l. 
Proof. We first note that 
a (“y r(h)a T”#q)) 
aA a! 
= - g $ nol,h~--lr(X)“-8~ T*r$(hq) + $ r(h)*; T”qqhq). 
(1.5) 
We have 
A” 
1 n~~,J~-~r(h)~-‘~ T”$(Aq) = nA,h”-lT, 
0. 
ca/;n,, r(h)“-“* T”-%j(hq). (1.6) 
n * 
We also have 
From (1.6) and (1.7) it follows easily that (a/aA)[(Aa/~!) r(X)a T%$(Xq)] 
may be summed over all cx and the series is uniformly convergent in A. 
Hence it follows that &q, h) is continuously differentiable in A, 
0 < h < 1, and indeed 
Noting that 
N 1 N 
c nA,T, = 
SC 
6” 
n=Q 0 n=o nAn Sq(s>n ds 
U-9) 
it follows that &q, A) satisfies Eq. (0.4). 
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If $(Q) satisfies Eq. (O.l), then 
83 
We next note that 
%%7,4 8 f my]” ‘Oi TuQ(Xq) _ 
h?(T) Sq(7) " a! 
We also note that 
(1.12) 
V’(x) = f ?.ztA,x~-1. (1.14) 
1 
Therefore, it follows from (I, 11) and the above that 
The latter folIows from Eq. (1.14) and proves the Lemma. 
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DEFINITION. We define the p-norm of q, q E C by 
II 4 110 = Ii P4 I! * 
Since p is a positive definite kernel I/ q JIp is indeed a norm on C. A 
functional which is continuous with respect to the p-norm will be 
said to be p-continuous. A functional which is bounded by a p-con- 
tinuous functional will be said to be p-bounded. 
DEFINITION. We define the space C, as the closure (with respect 
to the sup norm) of the set of functions {pq( ) / q E C> in C. 
EXAMPLE. If p = min(s, T), (which corresponds to a Brownian- 
motion process) then C, = C,([O, I], R), i.e., the continuous real 
functions on [0, l] vanishing at the origin. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between p-continuous 
functionals on C and continuous functionals on C, . For, if 
z E C(C, , R) then z(pq) is a p-continuous functional on C. If z is a 
p-continuous functional on C, we define 
%!?) = +I), 4E c, 
and 2 may be extended uniquely to a continuous functional on C, . 
We denote the mapping z -+ B by R and write Rz for <. That is, Rx 
is a continuous functional on C, and for all q E C 
We note that C, is a Banach-Space and that one may define the 
Frechet-differential on this space. Because C, is a closed subspace of 
C, we may extend this differential to all of C without changing its 
norm, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem. In such a manner we may 
define +(q)/LSq(T) on C, , such that, for q, t,b E C, 
Any two distributions satisfying the above equation will be considered 
equivalent. We may similarly define FV differentiation on C, whenever 
&J(q)/Sq(T) has a representation jointly continuous in 4 and T. 
The following Lemma, proven in [I 1, provides sufficient conditions 
for a functional q3 to be p-continuous and for R+ to be FV differen- 
tiable. 
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LEMMA 4. Let 4(q) b e an FV dijfeerentiable functional on C. Let 
H(q, s) be integrable in s on [0, I] f or each q E C, and let 4 and H satisfy 
the equation for all q E C, all 7, 0 < 7 < 1. 
(1.16) 
If Sk H(q, s) ds is p-bounded in q then $(q) is p-continuous. If H(q, s) 
is p-continuous in q, uniformly in s, 0 < s < 1, then R$ is continuously 
Frechet-diflerentiable on C, and 
& vw~o)l = RWIO ,T>, 40 E C” 3 O<T<l. (1.17) 
Proof. [l, Lemma 121. 
LEMMA 5. Let 4 be a FV dizerentiable p-continuous functional on C 
and assume 6+/6q( r is also p-continuous, uniformly in 7. Let R$ q = w. ) 
Then w(x + Xpq) is differentiable in A, all A, and is FV differentiable 
in q, all q E C, and 
(1.18) 
If w is Frechet-differentiable then 
s 
1 
P(T, 4 $&s = R [a] (4 = & [4x + dl j . (1.19) 
0 4=0 
Proof. For any x E C, , there exists a sequence of functionals 
16, E C such that p#, converges uniformly to z. Then lim, w(p#, -I-Apq) 
converges to o(z + hpq) uniformly in A, and uniformly in q for I/ q I/ 
bounded. But w(p#, + hpq) = +(#, + Xq) which is differentiable 
in h and FV differentiable in q. Indeed 
Hence 
converges uniformly in A, q and indeed W(Z + hpq) is differentiable 
with the derivative given by (1.18). Equation (1.19) is an easy con- 
sequence of equation (1.18) if w is Frechet-differentiable. 
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Notation. For simplicity of notation, for all w, for which 
U(Z + pq) is Frechet-differentiable in p, for all x E C, , p E C, we set 
By Lemma 5, this notation is consistent with our previous notation. 
For the kernel p(s, T), with p as given above, there exists a Gaussian 
process {z(r) 1 0 < 7 < I} with mean zero and covariance kernel 
p(s, T). Indeed it is possible to show that such a process has sample 
paths which are continuous and also satisfy some Holder condition 
[4]. In [I], we showed that almost every sample path was E C, . We 
denote expectation with respect to {Z(T) 1 0 < 7 < 1} by EZo{ >. 
DEFINITION. A functional q5 will be said to be of exponential 
order 2 (e.o. 2) if for every 6 > 0 there exists some K, , such that for 
all q E C, , 
I Ck)I cl & exp@ II 4 II”>. 
Remark. It follows easily from [6] that every continuous func- 
tional on C, of e.o. 2 is integrable with respect to the Gaussian 
process defined above. 
DEFINITION. For+(q) a continuous functional on C, of exponential 
order 2, we define the operators L,5 , s > 0, 
In Cl], the author showed that the operators L,5 , 0 < s < co form 
a semigroup of operators on the space of continuous functionals on 
C, of e.o. 2. Indeed one can calculate the infinitesimal generator of the 
semigroup L, . The results are summarized in the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let + be FV difJerentiable, and let 4 and &b/&z(r) be of 
e.0. 2, uniformly in 7, 0 < T < 1. Assume further that 8+,/8x(~) is 
continuously Frechet-dt@erentiable on C, and the functional 
i!S 
1 
PC.9 4 
s2+ 
0 &z(s) 85(T) ds /I 
is of e.o. 2, uniformly in r, 0 6 r < 1. Then 4 is in the domain of the 
infinitesimal generator G? of L, where S? is given by 
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Proof. [l, Lemma lo]. 
We wish to derive an “integration by parts” type formula for the 
operators L, . The following Lemma provides the formula. 
LEMMA 7. Let F be an FV functional on C and let F be p-continuous. 
Set RF = 4. Assume that 4 and !I Ji p(*, s) &,15iSx(s) ds I( are both of 
e.o. 2. Then for all T, 0 < T < 1, 
Proof. By a well-known translation theorem, [e.g., Varberg, 71, 
Differentiating both sides of (1.23) with respect to q, for q = 0 we 
find 
which is an “integration by parts” formula first proven by Cameron 
[3] for Wiener integrals. By the definition of L, , 
L&(T) $1 = C+(T) + 4(T)] 6@ + di 
(I .25) 
The Lemma then follows from (1.25) and (1.24). 
DEFINITION. We define the operator 8, as follows 
(1.26) 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let #J(Z) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 7. Then 
for s >, 1, 
& [L,&(spq) es(q~pn)iz] = L,-,[B,+](spq) @(4+q)/2. (1.27) 
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Proof. By the product rule of differentiation and Lemma 5 
& [Ls-14(wz) es(q~pq)‘21 
(1.28) 
By Lemma 7, 
-G-l kc’) $1 (VI) 
= W(T) LeJd + (s - 1) Ls-1 [ j: AT, 0) & q (SPP). 
By (1.28) and (I .29) then, 
L, [Z(T) d t !j’ ~(7, u) & h] (spq) eS(“~pq)‘2 
= & [L,-,l$(spp) es(~+q 
which is equivalent to (1.27). 
(1.29) 
(1.30) 
LEMMA 8. Let 4(z) be a continuous functional on C, . Assume there 
exists a polynomial P(x) = xr Pnxn, P, > 0 such that 
I cc4 G P(ll 2 II) 
for all z E C, . Then there exist constants M, K, for any 01 < 1 such that 
I L,-,$(q)J < M exp(Ksa $ K I/ q Ilmj, for allp E C, , ails > 1. 
Proof. We note that 
Ls-l%d = JfP”W + 41 
= E,P{+(q + (s - 1)1’2 z)}. 
Then 
Since each E,P{P(~)((s - 1)1/2 I/ z 11)) is itself at most a polynomial in 
s, this proves the lemma. 
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LEMMA 9. Let u(q, X) be a 3(N - 1)-times FV dzflerentiuble 
functional on C and a continuously dzflerentiable function in h, 
0 < h < co, q E C. Assume farther that there exist constants M, K 
and 01, 0 < a: < 1 such that 
(a) I u(q, h)l < M expW2a + K /I X’pq lIcl + Mq, pq)l, 
Cb) ! &j(~~~~~;T~,) < M expWza + K II %q l/2a + WYq, pq)), 
for all 
qE C, 0 < 7i < 1, i = l,..., m, m < 3(N- l), hE(0, a). 
If u(q, X) satisfies Eq. (0.3-0.5), then u(q, X) is determined uniquely and 
u(q, A) = E^,‘” \exp 11’ [- V(Z(U)) + 40) q(o)] do\ 1 . 
” 
Proof. [l, Theorem I]. 
SECTION 2: PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first remark that u*(q) given by Eq. (0.2) actually satisfies Eq. 
(O.l), as is well-known, and is a member of H,(p). U* will be a member 
of HV(p) if it satisfies bound (B. 1) for some I&(q). 
Set 
Define: 
We note that 
(2.2) 
= exp \J-o1 w40) + P!?(41 do\ * 
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It follows that Cr K,(q) is convergent for all 4, and indeed the sum is 
uniformly bounded by E,@{P(z)) for all Q. We now note 
by a well-known translation theorem [e.g., Varberg, 71. 
We next have 
II 2 + P4 IV d (II z I! + II P4 iI>" 
It follows that 
I Sq(q) “” Sp(7-J T=u*(q) I < JA-Wd (1 + I! ~4 II>” exdG7, PPPI
for all cy, all m < 3(N - l), all 7i , 0 < 7% < I, i = l,,.., m, which 
was to be shown. Hence u*(q) is indeed a member of H&). 
We now wish to show that any u(q) satisfying Eq. (0.1) and a 
member of H&) will be given by u *. We extend u(q) to a new 
functional u”(q, A) for all A, 0 < h C. co, which will satisfy the hypo- 
theses of Lemma 8, and so will be uniquely determined. 
Define 
v(q) = u(p) e-(g@*)/2. (2.4) 
It is easy to see that $4) satisfies the FV differential equation 
From the assumption that u E H&), it follows that z, and 3(N - l)- 
times FV derivatives of z, are p-bounded. It follows from (2.5) and 
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Lemma 4 that w(q) is indeed p-continuous. We may therefore define 
Rv = W, where w is a continuous functional on C, . We shall see 
that w(q) is bounded by a polynomial in Ij q 11 for q E C, . In particular 
then, w is of exponential order 2. 
We now define the functional fi(q, A) for q E C, 0 < h < 00 which 
will be an extension of u(q). Set 
for0 <A e 1; 
(2.6) 
for1 <him. 
By Lemmas 2 and 3, and the bound (BS), S(q, A) satisfies Eqs. (0.3- 
0.4) and the boundedness assumptions of Lemma 9, for 0 < X 5: 1. 
We note that r(X) approaches 0 as X approaches 1, and hence 
Since u E H&), for all ri , 0 < 7i < 1, i = I,..., m, m < 3(N -. I), 
for some polynomial P(X), 
Hence, for some other polynomial PI(,), all q E C, 0 < 7i :g 1, 
i=l ,.**, m, m < 3(N - l), 
I 
@wd sq(Tl) . . .sq(T,) I G pl(ll pq 11). 
It follows that w(q) is bounded by some polynomial Pr(II q 11) for 
q E C, . By Lemma 8, it follows that there exist constants M, K, 01 < 1 
such that 
I -&4h2pq)l < M expP2m + K II X2pq lP> 
We have already noted that @u/[Sq(T,) **a 6q(T,)] is p-bounded 
uniformly in -ri , 0 < Ti < 1, i = I,..., m, m < 3(N - 1). By dif- 
ferentiating (2.5) we have 
1 
ATT 4 Sq(7,) 
sm 
Z-Z--- 
.c 0 *.- WnJ 
(2.7) 
s 
1 
z- 
0 '(" ') sq(T1) 
;.; sq(T,) [V (&) u~-(Q@Q)/~] ds. 
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We remark that 
is p-bounded in q, 
si w/*d >I d 
because u satisfies the bound (B.1) and 
s u s can be expressed as a sum C n&T,-,u. Hence 
P%,l(Q(~l) 1.. $(T,)) m ,< 3(N - 1) is indeed p-continuous in 9, 
because it satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4. 
We note that if RF = $, Fp-continuous and FV differentiable, then 
and 19~4 is well defined. By the above, we can define $,I *a* B,w, all ri , 
0 < 7i < 1, i = I,..., m, m ,< 3(N - l), since P%Y/(&J(T~) *.. sq(~~)) 
indeed p-continuous. It follows from the bounds on 
m < 3(N - I), that for some polynomial 
By Corollary 7.1, for A > 1, all 7i , 0 < Ti < 1, i = l,..., m, 
m < 3(N - l), 
and hence u”(q, A) is indeed 3(N - I)-times FV differentiable. By 
Lemma 8 and the bounds above, there exist constants M, K, a such 
that 
@wl, 4 
Wl) ..- WWJ 
< M expWA2a + K II h2fq l12u + h2(q, pa>/% 
all QE C, 1 <A < co, 0 \(T* < 1, i = l,..., m, m < 3(N - 1). 
We next note by Eq. (2.5) and Lemma 4, that w is indeed FV dif- 
ferentiable on C, and indeed 
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We now wish to show ii(q, h) satisfies Eqs. (0.3 and 0.4) for X 2 1. 
By Eq. (1.28), 
W% 4 A2L -zx 
%(T) 
AZ-1 [J 
l SW __ ds 
f(T, 4 6q(s) 1 (h2& eA2(q,oq”2 + P&T-) zi. (2.10) 0 
By Eq. (2.9), this becomes 
WI, 4 
Q(T) 
= h2fq(r) u - A2 I1 P(~, s) Lnz-,y(es) W] (h2pq) eA2(q~pq)12 
= Ppq(7) zi - A2 i’,’ fl(T, s) V’ (&) C(q, A) as. 
(2.11) 
The latter follows from Eq. (2.8) above. Hence z~(p, X) satisfies 
Eq. (0.3). Finally, 
h g = h & [LA,-lw(X2pq) eA2(q@q)f2] 
[ [f l = 2h2Lp-,dw(A”pq) + 2A2LA2-1 sw o 6x(o) Pd4 du] P2P7) (2.12) 
+ h2(q, pq) LAl-Iw(h2pq)] eA2tn+q)/2. 
By the above, w is FV differentiable and W, S~jSq(s) and 
ilS 
1 Pw 
0 f(-T 4 &x(s) 8X(T) ds II 
are all of e.o. 2 uniformly in T, 0 < T < 1. Hence by Lemma 6, w is 
indeed in the domain of the infinitesimal generator &, J#’ given by 
Eq. (1.21). Then 
[ 2~2L,z-,~w(~2fq) + h2L,,, [I lpq(o) & do] (h2pq)] eA2@pq)12 
= &Z-l [Jo1 ppq(u) + X2 j: p(u, T) & do] & du] (h2pq) eh”(Q~QQ)/2 
= J1’ & (‘-L [+$-I (x2fq) exp{A2(qj d/2)) do, (2.13) 
where the last equation follows in the light of Eq. (1.28). Again by 
Eqs. (2.8 and 2.9) we can simplify the above, and find 
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On the other hand, 
wl, 4 = o1 q(u) 6qo do s 
&, wi (h‘$4 ehme)i2 ] 
(2.15) 
by Eq. (1.28). Add’ mg (2.13) and (2.15) we find by (2.12) that 
A WA 4 
s 
l l 
---3x--= 4w - IJ 
WI,4 d _ 8 
0 w4 I 
o 6qo V’ (&) c(q, 3 A. (2.16) 
Hence we have shown that u”(p, X) satisfies Eqs. (0.3-0.4) for all 
qEC,X > 1. Wenownotethat 
(2.17) 
The above follows from the fact that 8,1 *.. e,w((hz - ])I/2 z + hspp) 
is bounded by a p-integrable function uniformly in X as X + lf. 
The limit converges uniformly in 7i, 0 < 7i < 1, i = I,..., m, 
m < 3(N - 1). But 
871 ... %APQ) = R /[g-J + PdTll] ... [& + PI(%)] n/ (pq) 
S” 
= sq(Tl) ... sq(Tm)(o(q)e(q~~q)~2) e-(~+y)/2 
S”u 
= sq(Tl) . . . sq(T,) e-(qsQ”)~2* 
Hence by (2.17), 
@%z> 4 -= 
!9 6q(7J ... Sq(7,) 
@%7) 
Clearly, 
6q(T1) ... Sq(7,) * 
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since lim,,,- r(X) = (0,O *** 0). Then S%(q, X)/(@(T,) a** &J(T,)) is 
continuous in h for h = 1, uniformly in 7i , 0 < 7i < 1, i = l,..., m, 
m < 3(iV - 1). Finally, since C(p, A) satisfies Eq. (0.4) for 0 < X <: 1, 
and 1 c A, taking the limit we find 
1 
= lim 
is 
622 
h-1 o 4(u) sq(a) du - 
- lL+$-#ds/. 
1’ 0 &7(s) 
Since u” and its first 3(N - 1)-times FV derivatives are continuous uni- 
formly in 7i , 0 < 7i < 1, the above lim,,,- Z/ah and lim,,,+ &?/ah 
exist and are equal. Hence U”(Q, A) is continuously differentiable in h 
for 0 < X < co and satisfies (0.4) for all A. 
Then ii(q, A) satisfies all the hypotheses of Lemma 9 except for 
Eq. (0.5). u”(q, h) is continuous as X approaches 0, and so for some K, 
lim,,, u”(0, A) = K. Then (l/K) U”(CJ, A) satisfies all the hypotheses of 
Lemma 9, and 
C(q, A) = KE? lexp I- j1 l+(o)) do +- (z, q)/ 1 
0 
for all A. Since U”(Q, 1) = u(q), this proves the theorem. 
SECTION 3 
The examples for which u(q) can be explicitly calculated are 
essentially V(X) = Ar2. In this case Eq. (0.1) becomes 
$g = /Y(T) u - 2A jol P(T7 4 & * ds- 
This is an integral equation in 6u/6q(s) and we have 
su - = -_ s ’ R,(T, s; - 24 q(s) ds, WT) 0 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where &,(T, s; CL) is the reciprocal kernel of p. 
Hence 
u(q) = K exp I- 4 joljol R,(T, s; - 2-4) q(s) q(T) ds dj 
for some constant K. 
(3.3) 
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Indeed one can calculate explicitly the function-space integral 
corresponding to V, and one finds 
EZP [ exp [ - 1’ Az2(u) da + (z, q)] 1 
0 
1 
(3.4) 
= d D,(- 2A7 exp 
] - S llL1 447, s; - 24 q(s) qk) h d7/ , 
when D,(p) is the Fredholm determinant of p. 
The bounds (B.l) in this case are given by 
< n!A-nKdq) (1 + II ~4 IIP expM% PIN, m d 3, all q E C. 
where C Kdd converges and is uniformly bounded in q. For u(q) 
given by (3.3) one can indeed verify that such a bound is satisfied. 
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